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How Do I Compete in the Auction? 
Overcalls 

 

Once the opponents open the bidding, they have an advantage: they’ve gotten the first chance to start describing their hands.  That doesn’t 

mean that we have to go quietly.  There are a number of reasons that we might have to jump into the middle of a live auction: 

• The hand might still belong to your side, even if they open the bidding.  Indeed, it’s still possible that we can make game (or 

even slam). 

• Describing your hand might help your partner with the best lead or best defense. 

• We might be able to make a good sacrifice where the loss of our (potentially doubled) contract is less than their contract.  For 

example: 

• 2Sx down 1 not vul (-100) is less than 2H making their way (-110).   

• 4Sx down 3 not vul or down 2 vul (-500) is less than 4H vul making their way (-620). 

• 6Sx down 3 vul (-800) is less than 6H making their way (-980 or –1430, depending on vulnerability). 

• We might push them one level too high.  For example, they might bid continue to 3H over our 2S if they think that they can 

make it, and they may only take 8 tricks. 

 

With overcalls, suit quality is as important as high card points (HCPs).  The stronger our suit, the more we should want to compete.  But we 

should also bid with a good hand.  Here are some guidelines: 

• With a good quality 5-card suit (let’s say that you have KQTxx of hearts): 

• Overcall at the one level with 8 or more points.  Bid 1H if the opponents open 1D with as little as xx KQTxx xx Kxxx 

• Overcall at the two level with about an opening hand, maybe a bit less.  Note that you can add points for shortness, 

particularly in the opponent’s suit.  Bid 2H if the opponents open 1S with xx KQTxx xx AQxx.   

• Over a pre-empt, we need extra length or extra strength.  Over 2S, pass with xx KQTxx xx AQxx.  Bid 3H with a 6th 

heart or a few more points: xx KQTxxx x AQxx or xx KQTxx Kx AKxx 

• With a very good hand (say 18+ points and a good suit), we can double and then bid our suit.  That tells partner to bid 

game with just a smattering. 

• Without a good quality 5-card suit: 

• We should strain to overcall 1NT with 15 to ~18 and good stopper(s) in opponent’s suit, especially with outside short-

ness.  Bid 1NT over 1S with QJx KQxx AKJx xx.   

• We can make a takeout double with an opening hand (counting distribution) and support for the unbid suits, e.g. as 

little as xx KJxx QJx Axxx.  Note that with support for the unbid major, we can stretch a bit to make a takeout double. 

• We should pass without a reason to bid: 

• xx Qxxxx Axx AKx is definitely not worth a 2H overcall (partner’s heart lead is too likely to be the wrong 

choice) 

• xxx Qx Axxx AKxx is definitely not a good takeout double (too likely to get to a 4-2 heart fit). 

 

Balancing 

 

Often, the opponents will find a nice comfortable spot below game.  If the bidding goes as 

shown here, you know that they have a fit and that they have a good chance to make their con-

tract.  Because they have a fit, there’s a very good chance that we also have a fit.  (NOTE: This 

auction promises a fit and is different than 1H-1N-2C-2H where they likely don’t have an 8-card 

fit.)  Because they’ve limited their points (by not bidding game), we have a good sense of the strength between you and your partner (a 

total of about 16 to 20 HCPs plus distribution).  So whatever points you *don’t* have, you expect partner to have; in a sense, you’re bidding 

both your hand and your partner’s hand. 

 

We should strain to make them less comfortable.  This is called balancing, or re-opening.   

 

What should we bid in this situation?  Typically anything but pass.  (That’s an exaggeration.)  We’re less likely to bid with heart length.  Oth-

erwise, we can bid most hands with a good suit, even at the three level.   Bid 3D with xxx Ax KQTxx xxx.  Or we can double with support for 

at least 2 other suits.  With KQxx Qxx Qxxx xx, double.  Partner will expect you to have spades and will bid them with reasonable support 

(3+).  If partner bids 3C, correct to 3D showing a balancing hand with spades and diamonds. 

North East South West 

1H P 2H P 

P ?   
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Advancing over a Suit Overcall 

The partner of the Overcaller is called the Advancer.  The primary job of this person is to show a 

fit if one exists (3+ in partner’s suit).  There are other possible actions as well, including Pass. 

Without support for partner’s suit, all of Advancer’s bids show something fairly definitive, keeping in mind that partner can have as few as 

8 HCPs: 

• 1NT / 2NT / 3NT: A pretty decent hand (~9 to 11 / 12 to 14 / 15 to 18), somewhat balanced (preferably 2 in partner’s suit) and good 

stoppers in opponent’s suit(s). 

• New suit: Non-support (0-2 in Overcaller’s suit), a very good suit, a good hand (~10 to 14, depending on suit quality).  This bid is non-

forcing and Overcaller will often pass.  But you should be prepared for Overcaller’s rebid  her own suit (likely pass, or rebid your suit w/ 

extraordinary length in your suit and 0-1 in partner’s suit). 

• Jump in a new suit: Non-support, an excellent suit, an excellent hand (15+).  Forcing, but not (quite) to game. 

• Otherwise… Pass: Nothing interesting to show.  Note that shortness in partner’s suit is NOT a reason to bid. 

 

Advancing over 1NT Overcall 

Treat this just like you would a 1NT opener, with Stayman, transfers, etc. 

 

Advancing over a Takeout Double 

As Advancer, you should play partner for a basic opening hand with support for the unbid suits.  

Here are your possible actions: 

• Pass: An extraordinary hand with a reasonable expectation to set the opening bidder.  In 

addition, you should consider whether you can make game (likely 3NT) or slam and whether that would be worth more than setting the 

contract.  Generally 5+ in the opening suit, tricks in the opening suit (minimum of QJ9xx, let’s say), plus outside quick tricks.  Count 

Overcaller for 2 tricks to see if you think you can set the contract.   

• 1NT / 2NT / 3NT: ~6 to 9 / 10 to 12 / 13 to 15) somewhat balanced and at least one good 

stopper in opener’s suit.   

• Note that if responder bids a new suit, it’s a suit that your partner has already 

shown.  In the auction at the right, you don’t need a spade stopper.   

• New suit at the lowest level: The normal and expected action.  Shows your best suit, with 0 to ~8 HCPs.  With equal-length suits, prefer  

a major over a minor. 

• New suit jump bid: A good hand with ~9 to ~11 HCPs.  Non-forcing.   

• Cue bid: An opening hand.  You will suggest strain on your next round.  Not quite forcing to game, but you’re promising to bid again. 

 

Note:  If partner bids again, keep in mind that she is showing a very big hand.   

 

Bidding over a Balancing Bid 

 

* Pass *  Nothing else.  There may be an extraordinary hand with a lot of shape and unexpected values.  But you’ve already had the oppor-

tunity to bid an extraordinary hand.  99% of the time, your partner has a good sense of what you have and has taken your hand into account 

with her bid.  If you bid here, we say that you’re punishing your partner for making a good bid.  You don’t want to do this. 

North East South West 

1H 1S P / 2H ? 

With 3+ in partner’s suit 

0 to 6 With an excellent fit (4+) and extra shape (0 to 1 in another suit), jump in partner’s suit to pre-empt.   

(With even more trumps, consider double-jump.) 

(1H) 1S (P) 3S 

6 to 10 Raise partner (1H) 1S (P) 2S 

11+ Cue bid to show a strong raise.  Partner will re-bid her suit at the lowest level with a minimum (~8 to 

~13) or jump to game otherwise.  (With a bigger hand, she can cue.)  Over a minimum rebid by Over-

caller, Advancer should pass with a minimum or bid game (showing ~14+ points). 

(1H) 1S (P) 2H 

North East South West 

1H 1NT P ? 

North East South West 

1H X P ? 

North East South West 

1H X 1S ? 


